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QUALITY DAY 2011—MGMH
How is quality defined at Mahatma Gandhi
Memorial hospital?
It is the improvement of services by identifying
service delivery gaps through constant monitoring and thus ensuring improvements of these gaps.

The day was filled with pride as we all witnessed
the impact of this exercise on ensuring quality
service delivery to all.
All departments did a sterling job with their
QIPs, the standard was very high. Those who
did not win I hope your turn will come next year
Unfortunately we could only award 3 departQuality day is a day where people with innoments
vative ideas are being rewarded. It is the day
The quality improvement winners for 2011
where employees who have worked consist1. Physiotherapy
ently throughout the year ensuring that quality 2. Peadiatrics department
service is rendered to our clients.
3 Radiology department
We at Mahatma Gandhi Memorial Hospital
There were two other awards that were presentcall it a day of excellence
ed :
The team that was ready on time- went to
On the 22 November 2011 MGMH hosted its
Radiology
first Quality Day
The best team effort - went to peadiatrics deThe day dawned with great excitement. Every- partment
body was rushing around booking their space Each and every department that part took in the
in the passage ensuring their tables were well quality day was commended with a certificate
decorated by trying to impress the judges. but
also ensuring that their records, pictures and
Congratulations to all winners.
documentation was part of the décor. But
Thank you to
what the judges were looking for was your
the judges
documentation with regard to you QIP as
from the difquality is all evidence based.
ferent institutions that
As the staff prepared their tables you could
judged our
see the comradeship and team work amongst
quality imthe staff.
provements.
The competition was on as competitions are
Thank you to
good motivational sources to excel in doing
the committee
any job.
and all those
All departments were asked to undertake a
that help to
QIP to identify their gaps and then embark on
make the
projects that will help to improve service delivquality day
ery
such a huge
Each team leader was given an opportunity to
success
present their QIPs to management, their colleagues and the judges
As each team leader did their presentation
you could see the pride in their behaviour
about a task well done

QUALITY DAY WINNERS

PHYSIOTHERAPY DEPARTMENT
1ST WINNER

PAEDIATRICS DEPARTMENT
2ND WINNER

X RAY DEPARTMENT
3 RD WINNER
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